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Getting the future right 

Towards smarter and people-centred skills intelligence 

Cedefop conference 
 

13 April 2021 (main event) and 15 & 20 April (workshops) 

 
Venue: Online event held through the platform Zoom. Indicated times are CET 

Organiser: Cedefop  

No. of participants: 200 (external) 

Participant profile: VET and skills policy makers, LMSI experts, VET experts, social partners 

Working language: English 

Looking back – Cedefop skills intelligence 

For over a decade, Cedefop has been a driving force behind the development and dissemination of labour market 
and skills intelligence (LMSI – or in short: skills intelligence) for the European Union. Skills intelligence is the 
outcome of an expert-driven process of identifying, analysing, synthesising and presenting quantitative and/or 
qualitative skills and labour market information. Aiming to help inform VET policy and provision and, more broadly, 
people’s education and career choices, Cedefop has developed EU-wide tools to understand current and to 
anticipate future skills demand and supply. The focus has been on using a range of skills anticipation methods  to 
develop gain insight on labour market and skills trends and provide expert policy-relevant insight.  
 
Contributing to a better understanding of the relationships between labour market trends, skills, jobs and 
qualifications, Cedefop’s work on labour market and skills intelligence has been important in improving VET 
governance and modernising VET proactively. It has provided valuable evidence for policies aimed at building and 
maintaining employability for learners and workers, and competitiveness for businesses. The work has also helped 
raise the profile of VET beyond education and training and employment policies, not least through the work on 
green skills and research on digitalisation, artificial intelligence and the future of work. 
 
The information and expert analysis Cedefop provides supports policy makers, labour market analysts and VET 
experts and is an important part of the evidence base underlying VET and skills policies. Cedefop’s skills 
intelligence work comprises a range of complementary data collection, analysis and research activities. Among the 
agency’s core activities are the following: 
 

• Cedefop’s skills forecast – to show broad employment trends in sectors, occupations and education 
levels. Combining these trends with information on expected developments in the future labour force (e.g. 
in terms of age distribution, gender and education level) can provide  insight into potential macro-level 
skills imbalances. Launched in 2008, the forecast has been carried out bi-annualy, endorsed by a 2010 
council mandate. It acts as an early warning mechanism to help alleviating potential labour market 
imbalances. Thanks to the use of harmonised data and methodology, forecast results are comparable 
across countries (EU27 and several others) and can be aggregated to provide an overall picture of labour 
market and skill trends in the EU.  

• Skills surveys - to shed more light on skills development, utilisation and matching in a changing world of 
work. The 2014 European Skills and Jobs survey (ESJS) helped to provide insight into how adults acquire 
and use their skills and into the dynamics of skills mismatches in relation to changing skills needs. The 
second ESJS wave (in the field in 2021) focuses on new digital technologies and technological change 
and their impact on the future of work and skills also in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic. Providing 
information on people’s adaptiveness to changing tasks and skill needs, the survey will also help provide 
policy-relevant insight on how to shape continuing vocational education and training policies and 
measures. The Cedefop/Eurofound 2019 European Company Survey helped explore how corporate skill 
strategies, recruitment, HR development practices and work organisation contribute to workplace well 
being and performance. Cedefop’s Crowdlearn surveys collected unique information on skills and learning 
needs of platform workers. 

• Real-time labour market analysis - to provide faster and more detailed information on skill needs. 
Cedefop uses big data and artificial intelligence (AI) methods to analyse information gathered from online 
job advertisements in (quasi) real-time. This novel type of LMSI, which Cedefop releases through the 
Skills OVATE platform following pilot work, has attracted a lot of attention. It helps improve policy makers’ 
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understanding of skills trends because of the level of granularity of the information and the are 
opportunities to provide dedicated skills information at detailed occupational, sectoral and regional level. 
Big-data powered skills intelligence does not replace conventional skills intelligence. Given that using 
using web-based data for skills analysis brings a range of representativeness and other challenges, in 
generating statistically robust, detailed, and policy-relevant evidence, exploiting complementarities of big 
data and other skills intelligence sources is key. 

• Analysis of skills systems and policies - to provide systemic and policy-oriented intelligence on national 
skills systems and policies and their performance. The European Skills Index (ESI) uses a composite 
indicator framework to measures the performance of national skills systems in terms of skills development, 
activation and matching. ESI provides a framework to monitor Member States performance over time and 
identifies possible improvement areas. Cedefop also monitors and analyses skills anticipation practices 
Member States have in place and has gained a lot of practical experience in providing support to countries 
in strengthening the governance of their skills anticipation and matching practices. 

• Dissemination of skills intelligence – to make key information on labour market trends, skills and jobs 
available to experts and policy makers. Cedefop’s LMSI webtools (Skills Panorama, Skills Forecast, ESI, 
Skills OVATE, matching skills) present skills intelligence in user-friendly formats to helps policy-makers, 
policy-experts, researchers and guidance practitioners keep up with the latest developments, make 
comparisons or identify anticipated changes. The information also aims to foster the development or 
improvement of skill needs assessment and anticipation methods and practices. This contributes to 
education and training systems becoming more responsive to labour market needs and to better skills 
demand/supply matching in the EU. From mid-2021 onwards, Cedefop will present LMSI via its corporate 
webportal, building on the experience gained in developing Skills Panorama.  

Looking ahead – shaping a new generation of skills intelligence  

Robust and actionable labour market and skills intelligence offers a compass for developing VET and skills policies. 
Megatrends such as the proliferation of digital technologies, new forms of work and work organisation, population 
ageing, the shift towards more sustainable economies and growing labour market inequalities are reshaping labour 
market demand and supply and have wide-ranging economic and societal implications. The challenging situation 
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic accelerates labour market transformation. Understanding and correctly 
interpreting trends in today’s complex and dynamic labour market is challenging. Using skills intelligence tools in 
isolation is no longer sufficient to capture the nature, breadth and direction of changes in skill needs and their 
implications.  
 
At the same time, the transformation of jobs and the enormous up-and re-skilling effort needed to address it imply 
that people need reliable and targeted skills intelligence to support them in their career and skills development. 
Following the 2020 European Skills Agenda for sustainable competitiveness, social fairness and resilience, which 
makes the case for strengthening skills intelligence and making it more relevant for individuals, Cedefop is working 
on developing a new generation of skills intelligence. Such work focuses on increasingly combining sources and 
methods of labour market and skills intelligence, careful consideration of different perspectives, and integration of 
scenarios to take account of uncertainty. 
 
This virtual conference brings together high level policy makers, LMSI experts and other stakeholders to discuss 
how LMSI can be further developed in the coming years. It will contribute to better understanding the challenges 
labour markets will face in coming decade - digital, green, demographic and others - and set the stage for 
developing. It will in particular reflect on how LMSI can become more contextualised, more timely and more relevant 
to people with a view to supporting their decisions on education and training, further up- and reskilling, labour 
market transitions and career development.   

Conference aims 

By taking stock of the current EU skills intelligence landscape and context, engaging in high level discussions on 
skills policy priorities and via interactive discussion with stakeholders on development opportunities for the future, 
the conference aims to:  

• provide insight on how LMSI can contribute to understanding current challenges (digital, green, 
demography and others) and support national and regional policies in designing better VET and skills 
policies. 

• Demonstrate results of main  rcomponents of Cedefop’s skills intelligence toolkit and  potential contribution 
to policy action in the coming decade, in line with the ambitions stated in the 2020 Skills Agenda and other 
EU policy priorities.  

• make a start with skills intelligence 2.0, by taking stock of Cedefop’s current LMSI work, identifying gaps 
in knowledge and understanding and reflecting on opportunities to make LMSI smarter and more people-
centred. 

• tap the insight and perspective of Cedefop’s main stakeholders with a view to shaping directions for 
Cedefop’s skills intelligence work in the coming years.  
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Draft agenda (09/03/2021) 

  

09:00 – 09:30 Registration, setting up the system, dialing in  

 

09:30 – 10:15 

 

 

Chair: Antonio Ranieri (Cedefop) 

Opening addresses 

• Juergen Siebel (Cedefop Executive Director) 

• Nicolas Schmit (European Commissioner for Jobs and Social Rights) 

Keynote 

• Prof. Marju Lauristin (Estonia) 

 

 

10:15 – 10:30 

 

 

Moderator: Jiri Branka (Cedefop) 

Have your say – interactive session with real-time polling 

What do different types of LMSI tell us and where are information gaps? How can LMSI 
become more powerful by better combine different sources. How can we shape LMSI so it 
has meaning and value to individuals?  
 

10:30 – 10:45 Break and in parallel Launch skills OVATE real-time LMSI platform 

Skills OVATE is Cedefop’s real-time labour market information platform. Based on millions of 
online job advertisements collected in all EU Member States, the new Skills OVATE release 
provides information on trends in skills, occupations, sectors, countries and regions.  

 

 

10:45 – 11:30 

 

 

Moderator: Jasper van Loo (Cedefop) 

Towards LMSI 2.0 – where do we start and where can we go?  

Session organised as a panel with Cedefop experts. Contributing to better understanding of 
the labour market and skills impacts of megatrends, LMSI is a key enabler of better 
education, training and career decisions and of policies and measures aimed at addressing 
the enormous up- and reskilling potential. Cedefop’s experts will discuss how to use different 
skills anticipation methods as building blocks for a new generation of labour market and skills 
intelligence and reflect on promising LMSI development opportunities.  
 

 

11:30 – 12:15 

 

 

Moderator: Mara Brugia (Cedefop) 
 
Policy panel: LMSI - Reacting to and shaping change  
 
Manuela Geleng (European Commission), Agnes Roman (ETUC), Robert Plummer 
(Business Europe), Albrecht Wirthmann (Eurostat), Eurofound 
 
The panellists will focus on how to shape conditions for developing, promoting and 
disseminating smarter and more people-centred LMSI and reflect on the role different 
players have in this process.   
 

12:15-12:30 Conclusions (Cedefop) 
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Follow-up workshops 

 

The main event on 13/04 will be followed by four follow up workshops (on 15/4 and 20/4) which provide 
opportunities to engage in more in-depth discussions on particular aspects of LMSI.  

 

Workshop 1: Cedefop skills forecasts – going beyond understanding long-term trends 
chaired by Ilias Livanos (15 April, 10:00-11:30 CET) 

Apart from gaining insight into the impact of megatrends, in particular in times of rapid change and 

high uncertainty skills forecasts can also be used for scenario analysis. To contribute to shaping a 
more pro-active approach to skills policy, this workshop presents the evidence from several Cedefop 

skills forecast scenarios. 
 

Workshop 2: Online job advertisements – gaining real-time insight into skills trends 

chaired by Vladimir Kvetan (15 April, 14:30-16:00 CET) 
Online job advertisement analysis can add to our understanding of skills needs and trends. This 

workshop is about opportunities and challenges of using online job ads for labour market and skills 
intelligence. It will also showcase practical examples based on Cedefop’s skills OVATE real-time LMSI 

System. 
 

Workshop 3: Digital skills post-covid19 – shifting gears in the digital transition chaired by 

Jiri Branka (20 April, 10:00-11:30 CET) 
There are clear signs that Covid-19 and its transformative impact is making it more difficult to thrive 

in jobs without solid digital skills. Presenting the latest evidence, this workshop looks at how digital 
skills are growing in importance and reflects on how information on digital skills can be turned into 

digital skills intelligence. 

 
Workshop 4: Making skills intelligence actionable – understanding opportunities and 

challenges chaired by Jasper Van Loo (20 April, 14:30-16:00 CET) 
Even the most methodologically advanced skills intelligence is of limited value when it is not 

customised to user needs and effectively communicated. Taking a broader perspective and 

considering good practice examples, in this workshop the focus is on advancing insight into what 
makes skills intelligence more fit-for purpose. 
 


